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You are the light of  the world. A city set on a hill cannot be hidden. 

Nor do people light a lamp and put it under a basket, but on a stand, 

and it gives light to all in the house. In the same way, let your light 

shine before others, so that they may see your good works and give 

glory to your Father who is in heaven.

Matthew 5:16

Light, by its very nature, shines in the darkness.  Christ 

calls His people to shine, we are to become beacons of hope to 

those in darkness. “..for at one time you were darkness,” wrote 

Apostle Paul, “but now you are light in the Lord (Ephesians 5: 8).” 

But for many Christians, it has become increasingly diffi cult to shine 

in the darkness as many found themselves shamed into silence. 

Standing up for Christ gains less and less popularity while upholding 

moral principles based solely on Biblical teachings becomes politically 

incorrect, even career suicide to some Christians. 

Some say that the Word of God does not need defending, that it will 

stand up for itself.  But is silence the proper response when we hear 

unbelievers mock the name of God ?  What lies at the root of our 

silence ? How can we as Christians profess our allegiance to God if 

we are too afraid to stand up for Him?

CHRISTMAS 2014

Editorial ]
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In this edition, we explore what lies at the root of Christian silence 

when it comes to defending Christ and the Gospel.  Why is there such 

a social stigma when we declare our allegiance to God to the world?  

What about the message of the Gospel causes so much discomfort 

to the world that many of God’s people are reluctant to preach it?

When Christ called us to shine as lights, He was fully aware of the 

high price  associated with being explicit about our allegiance to Him. 

Implicit in His call to shine is the call to suffer for His sake.  In the light 

of the suffering that comes with shining, it is not surprising that many 

would rather dim their light or hide it altogether rather than risk the 

consequences.  

Ultimately, Christ’s calling to shine as light apply to the entire church. 

It takes courage and faith to restrain ourselves from “putting a 

basket” over our lights.  But we should take heart because Christ has 

overcome the world. 
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Do you have comments, 

ideas or suggestions 

related to Agape 

Magazine or GII Azusa?

Please email it to 

agape_gii@yahoo.com 

or send it to one of our 

staff .

we're also online:

www.gii-usa.org/agape.php
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BY JOCELYN LEE
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THE GREAT INFLUENCES 
OF CHRISTIANITY 
THROUGHOUT THE YEARS

By David Soendjojo

Biblical Christianity has been given a bad 

name in recent times due to the relativistic 

views of the world. Christians are criticized 

for speaking out against issues like gay 

marriage and abortion, and Christianity 

is seen as a religion of bigotry and hate. 

Others point out the bloody history of the 

Crusades and other wars wages in the name 

of Christianity.

However, people tend to focus on the 

negative and forget all the positive infl uences 

Christianity has had on the world over the 

years. Out of all these positive infl uences, 

one of the greatest ones is the Christian 

concept of mercy.

Before the advent of Christianity and 

Christian ideals in society, the world as 

a whole did not consider mercy a virtue. 

Helping the weak was not seen as noble; 

rather, the weak and helpless could be left 

to die without consequence. 

For example, in ancient Rome, infanticide by 

exposure was a common practice. Babies 

were left out in the elements and left to die. 

At the time, it was a common and nearly 

universally accepted practice, especially if the 

baby was born with some kind of disability 

or defect. Killing a weak and helpless baby 

was seen as normal and a part of everyday 

life.

Infanticide started to stop around the time 

that Roman emperor Constantine took 
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power. Constantine was a Christian, and he 

believed in the idea of mercy and helping the 

weak and less fortunate. He authorized the 

sale of infants, and while that seems horrible, 

it provided an alternative to the killing of 

babies. It was not the best solution, but it was 

a solution infl uenced by the idea of mercy. 

The best solution came later in history, 

when infanticide became socially and legally 

unacceptable. The reason we today cringe at 

the idea of infanticide is because the concept 

of mercy has been deeply ingrained in our 

thinking due to infl uence of Christianity. 

Infanticide is an extreme example, but it 

illustrates the Christian idea of mercy and 

protecting the weak. 

Another idea that has been infl uenced by 

Christian mercy is the concept of charity. In 

ancient times, charity was not seen as virtue. 

There were no societal reasons for the rich 

to give to the poor. Additionally, charity 

in a vacuum is not a logical idea. The rich 

giving away their money to the poor or less 

fortunate is not an idea that makes sense. 

The main reason why charity is now seen as 

a virtue is due to the positive infl uence of 

Christianity.

Jesus himself taught us to be charitable. In 

the Gospel of Luke, he instructs his disciples 

“Sell your possessions and give to the poor. 

Provide purses for yourselves that will not 

wear out, a treasure in heaven that will never 

fail, where no thief comes near and no moth 

destroys” (Luke 12:33). This idea of charity 

is a Christian idea that has been embraced 

by the world with positive consequence. 

Whenever a natural disaster strikes or 

a tragedy occurs, there is an outpouring 

of monetary support because the world 

has been infl uenced by Christianity to see 

charity as a virtue. 

The Christian idea of charity has been so 

ingrained in society that the rich are now 

judged for not giving to the poor. Rich 

people who give their money to charity are 

hailed as role models and philanthropists. 

Rich people who cling to their money are 

seen as greedy and are seen in a negative 

light, where in ancient times such people 

would not be judged at all.

Throughout history, Christianity has been 

a force for good in the world. It is thanks 

to the Christian idea of mercy that many 

moral and spiritual virtues today are viewed 

as they are in the world. The ideas of mercy 

and charity have made the world a better 

place, and that is in addition to the greatest 

Christian gift of all: salvation.        
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PASSING
THETORCH 
By Janice Atmadja

When asked to write on the topic of “passing the torch” to 

our church’s next generation, I took up the assignment eagerly 

with an enthusiasm unparalleled to that of when I received 

other article assignments. This topic is something close to my 

heart, and being an educator, “investing in the next generation” 

seems to be what I do every day. I have experience in this, I 

thought, and I expected to churn out something profound. 

However, though excited, I didn’t set immediately to work, 

nor did I ruminate on how my ideas should best be articulated. 

It just “hung around” in the back of my mind, waiting to be 

explored. Suddenly, in the blink of an eye, the due date for 

the article arrives, and I still have nothing substantial to say. 
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Ironically, what I just did with my article 

assignment is exactly how most churches 

handle the “passing of the torch” to its 

next generation; that is, nurturing  

growth of the youth in  matters 

(yes, I mentioned “spiritual” twice) is not 

something regularly and conscientiously 

cultivated until it’s too late.

Unfortunately, this tardiness comes at the 

expense of our youth today.

A “hot” topic that’s constantly being 

discussed both in secular and “religious” 

magazines such as Christianity Today, is 

the massive exodus of “millennials”, or 

the young, from the church. Who are the 

millennials? What are they? And why are 

they leaving the church en masse?

Millennials are characterized as: 

1 Generally born in the 1980s’ to the 

2000’s

2 Also believed to be “the laziest, most 

self-centered, narcissistic, entitled, 

without-grit” generation. (Words are 

not my own. They are gathered from 

various secular-based or religious-

3 Though we are apparently the most 

self-centered human beings, we have the 

loftiest goals of other generations; that 

is, most of us grow up actually wanting 

to change the world and believing that 

the world can change for the better. 

We are dreamers.

4 We are the most technologically 

advanced generation (for obvious 

reasons).

5 We are also the most “cynical” 

generation; that is, a generation who 

is taught to doubt. We don’t believe 

or respect authority simply because 

"
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they are in authority. Unfortunately, 

we have learned to distrust our elders 

and to not “respect” those who haven’t 

“earned” their respect by other means 

than being “named” next to that 

position.

With this kind of reputation, it's no 

wonder millennials are leaving the church, 

an institution now thought to be irrelevant 

and outdated. Much of this feeling of 

irrelevance may have stemmed from 

the proliferation of “prosperity” gospel 

churches that focus too much on the 

“feelings” of victory, forgetting to speak 

of sin and the very reason why Jesus had 

to die. More and more millenials leave 

the church thinking that “the church” and 

believing in God are only for those who 

don’t believe enough in “themselves”. 

Moreover, the church is propagating this 

belief by focusing more on “entertainment” 

rather than “teaching”. This begs the 

question. . .

How can we “pass the torch” to our 
next generation, if they won’t even 
stay? And why won’t they stay?

First, we have to get rid of this “keep 

them” mentality.

How do we keep millennials in our church? 

Ironically, the way to keep them in church 

is NOT by creating even more “special” 

church activities to “gear” to these 

millenials. In a shallow and self-centered 

generation, millenials are not hungry 

for more meaningless relationships or 

social groups. They are hungry for human 

connection that stems from the love of 

God, and they are hungry for an encounter 

with the truth. Dietrich Bonnhoefer was 

a youth minister before he was called to 

ultimately dying for this cause. He said, 

and I paraphrase, that youth ministry in 

the church is not about “domineering” 

the youthful spirit or getting young people 
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“into” the church. It’s about helping them 

encounter the Holy Spirit. What can we 

learn from his experience? 

First, redirect church energy to more 

effective means of engaging the youth and 

building accountability. Don’t promote 

activities that just emphasize busy-ness and 

“get-together-ness”. This leads to ministry 

burn-outs. Emphasize to the young the 

mentors. Yes, get-together activities would 

encourage “friendships” and “getting-to-

know-each-other”, but those should not 

be the main focus of youth ministries. 

Ultimately, the young do not stay because 

their friends are here. The young stay 

because the issues discussed in the church 

is relevant, not just to their lives, but also 

to the world. Relevance will attract this 

disillusioned generation that is hungry 

for truth. A Biblical church will always be 

relevant because as the Bible says, the 

Word of the Lord is living and active. A 

relevant church will want growth and 

accountability. One great way to do this 

is a discipleship program or small groups. 

Focusing church energy and manpower on 

erecting these kinds of programs where 

the main goal is to invest in relationships, 

have a chain of accountability, build a 

community that loves God, loves the local 

church, and each other, not only engages 

the young. It also engages the adults. Jesus 

Himself discipled and calls us to make 

disciples of all nations. Don’t “all nations” 

include the young in our own backyards? 

I believe so. 

Second, we have to correct our 

misconceptions about the role of ministry 

in our spiritual lives. Ministry is NOT what 

leads to spiritual growth. Spiritual growth 

leads to worship of God, and worship of 

God leads to ministry. Involving the youth 

in ministry is not the way to “keep them”.  

“Passing the torch” is not simply “handing 

out duties or responsibilities”. We have to 

come to a new understanding about youth 

ministry and acknowledge its importance 

in church life and church health. 

Often, we have this mindset that the 

“youth is the future of the church”. While 

this is pragmatically true, it is only a half 

truth. The youth is not the future of our 

church; Jesus is the future of our church. 

He is the one who will sustain the church. 
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With this awareness, the third lesson we 

learn from Bonnhoefer’s experience is 

to reorient the church mindset and goals 

regarding the ministries geared towards 

the student, youth, and young professionals 

back towards its original focus which is 

spiritual maturity and a desire to pursue 

after Christ. Afterall, the church is the 

body of Jesus Christ in the world. 

Nowadays, the youth are pushed into 

“activities” and “outings” to give them a 

sense of belonging in the church, but other 

than that, heavier spiritual matters or 

application of Biblical truths to “hormonal” 

teenage-problems seems to be ignored in 

favor of creating a sense of “busy-ness” 

so that teens won’t “hang-out” with the 

wrong crowd. This not only does NOT 

work, but it is a frankly disrespectful way 

to treat the church. The church isn’t a 

social club or a meet-up, and the church 

leaders’ jobs aren’t to “babysit” or “play 

host”. The church also isn’t meant to be 

“walls” to shut out the outside world. We 

are meant to be beacons, lights! We are 

meant to be a part of and embrace the 

community around us. Yes, the church 

itself is a community whereby we can rest 

and be vulnerable with each other; it is a 

shelter from the world. But this application 

ought to be applied onto the church 

youth not as a “protective” or “preventive 

measure, but through the understanding of 

a “safe haven”, a second family. 

When the world rejects them, they 

know that the church will always “have 

their back”. The church is a community 

foremost, it is a community built around 

one faith, one mind, and one purpose of 

a common goal for spiritual maturity, not 

as a protection against “bad”, “outside” 

have goals to encourage the youth to 

be more proactive in “practicing” their 

Christianity outside the church. Youth and 

young professional ministries should not 

overburden its members and create an 

environment that too actively encourages 

the “Christian” bubble. Instead, the goal is 

to make the young boldly and readily step 

into the outside world equipped with the 

truth of Christ and the courage that comes 

from knowing they will always have the 

church community to return to.  

Lastly, we must realize, AS A CHURCH, 

that “passing the torch” is a conscientious 

act of obedience to God as His calling for 

all of us. The ultimate meaning of passing 

the torch is passing the spiritual truth, 
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the true Lord onto the next generation. 

Every believer has a duty and a calling 

to help “pass the torch”. How are we 

to do this? First, we must realize where 

human culture ought to be transcended 

for the wisdom of God. The early church 

struggled with authority and pervasive 

culture as well that gets in the way of their 

belief. When Timothy was to partake in 

the work of evangelism with Paul, he had 

to be circumcised even in his adult age, so 

as to be “approved” and looked on more 

authoritatively by his Jewish peers. Amidst 

these grey areas, the wisdom of God was 

manifested in His followers. In each case, 

God has held His church together until 

today. In another example, Priscilla and 

Acquilla, both elders and veterans of the 

church, took in and instructed Apollos, 

helped right his understanding of the 

way of God. Through their example,we 

can learn that individual members of the 

church have much to contribute to the 

growth of the young and the vibrancy 

of the church. To do so effectively, 

members of the church must individually 

be encouraged to pursue God with all 

their hearts, soul, and minds; that means, 

encouraging deep individual and group 

Bible studies which engage the mind and 

enable growth so as to be equipped to 

worship God in spirit and in truth. 

When worship of God happens, He 

Himself will direct all things so that He is 
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theGraduating 
 Class of2015

Timothy Gozali
University:  University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)

Major:   Physiological Sciences

Quote:  "It's not about what you have done. It's about what you are doing."

Testimony:
 Indonesian Evangelical Church has become a part of me and plays a major 

role in my life. Throughout the 18 years that I have been here, I can say that day-

by-day, week-by-week, month-by-month, and year-by-year, I have grown not only as 

a Christian, but also as an individual as well. Growing up, there have been various 

activities and events that made my time at IEC enjoyable; from the various plays 

and dramas, to VBS, to children's choir, to the youth band, to Thanksgiving Retreat 

and also those camping days. Without these events, it wouldn't have been possible 

to grow much closer to the friends I have at IEC, whom I now call my second 

family.

 I would like to thank Pastor Hosea and Reverend Wilson in keeping IEC 

as one church. I would also like to thank each and every Sunday School teacher 

I had in teaching me my basic understanding of the Bible, and what it means to 
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be a Christian. Next, I would like to congratulate this year's IEC graduating class of 2015. 

All of you have been, and will continue to be, great individuals and great Christians, and 

will continue to grow more in Christ. Lastly, I would like to thank my parents, who helped 

me in everything, be it physically, mentally, and spiritually. They have pushed me to be the 

best I can be and bring out the potential I have and continually support me in all that I do. 

 Normally, I would have a closing statement to end it all and bid farewell as I head 

off to college, but I will still be here. It is a blessing that God has given me the path of 

attending UCLA, since I will not be too far from home, so I will still be able to continue 

serving Christ in IEC. Once again, I thank IEC in being a huge part of me and my life 

and going forward in college, I hope to continue growing more in Christ and also as an 

individual.

Timothy Gozali
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Celestine Kiatkwankul
University:  Cal Poly San Luis Obispo

Major:   Animal Science

Quote:  "Life isn't about waiting for the storm to pass. It's about learning how to   

  dance in the rain..." -Vivian Greene

Testimony:
 Next year, I will be heading to Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, out there in the world, 

on my own. And quite frankly, the idea of not living with my parents and learning how to 

handle the world on my own is a scary thing for me, but it's thrilling at the same time. 

It’s like going swimming. The anxiety and fears keep you from jumping straight in, but the 

-

dence. The coldness rushes around and has adrenaline pumping. Like swimming, I hope that 

I could adjust to my new lifestyle just as quickly.

 I'm excited to be graduating from high school, no more getting up in those ab-

normally early hours for a teenager to be up in, but I'll miss everything here, even though 

I'll be only a few hours away. I'll miss seeing all the familiar faces I see in everyday life and 

every Sunday at IEC. Like many of the younger generations of IEC, I grew up in this church. 

IEC is like a second family to me, a second home. I have learned so much from this com-

munity, things I wouldn't learn in school or from anywhere else. And for that, I'm thankful 

to have had the opportunity to grow up in such a wonderful and caring community.
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 Lastly,  I would like to thank everyone who has watched and helped me 

me were my parents. I want to thank them for bringing me up in this church and 

for being so patient with dealing with all the stuff I have thrown at them for the 

past 17 years. I know that they will forever be there for me whenever I need them. 

I'm eternally grateful that God has given me amazing people to help direct me 

towards Him and towards my future.

Celestine Kiatkwankul
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You are the light of the world. A city set on 

a hill cannot be hidden. Nor do people light 

a lamp and put it under a basket, but on a 

stand, and it gives light to all in the house. In 

the same way, let your light shine before others, 

so that they may see your good works and give 

glory to your Father who is in heaven.

Matthew 5: 16
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